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The Crossover Zone

Potential fallen angels have $265 billion of
debt, with 80% from non-US companies

The Crossover Zone is a quarterly report analyzing the movement of global non-financial companies
through the rating categories closest to the line between investment grade and speculative grade.
This report focuses on potential fallen angels and rising stars. These are, respectively, investment-
grade companies that are close to a possible downgrade to speculative grade and speculative-grade
companies that are close to a possible upgrade to investment grade.

Potential fallen angels had $265 billion in debt as of 31 March. That figure is up
from $234 billion at year-end 2015, and $105 billion as of 31 March 2015. Non-US issuers
represent 80% of the $265 billion outstanding as of 31 March.

Fifty-one companies became fallen angels in the first quarter , versus just eight in the
fourth quarter and 45 for all of 2015. The pressure on commodity-linked industries and
sovereign ratings were key drivers of the increased activity. Fallen angels had $213 billion in
debt at the time of crossover during the first quarter, the second highest quarterly amount
over the past nine quarters. About half of the outstanding amount was from US issuers.

There were 72 non-financial companies, including utilities, in the crossover zone as
of 31 March. That is two fewer than the count as of 31 December 2015, and 23 more than
a year ago. In the last three months, potential fallen angels decreased to 59 from 63, while
potential rising stars increased to 13 from 11.

Potential fallen angels fell by four, but over half the list is new this quarter. Thirty-
four companies entered the zone as potential fallen angels, but 38 exited during the
quarter. Fundamental credit developments drove 27 of the 34 rating actions, with six
being sovereign-related and one the result of M&A. Of the 38 companies that left the
zone, 33 were downgraded to speculative grade and five returned to Baa3 stable. Nineteen
downgrades were due to Brazil's sovereign credit rating being lowered and 12 were at
commodities-linked companies.

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=1023737
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Potential rising stars increased by two in the quarter. Four companies entered the crossover zone as potential rising stars in the
quarter, three due to fundamental strength and one associated with an M&A transaction. Two companies left the zone and were
upgraded to investment grade during the quarter.

Brazilian crossovers are essentially played out. Negative rating actions during the quarter flushed out a large portion of the
potential fallen angels from the prior period. In Brazil, only one corporate issuer – Ambev SA (Baa3 negative) – retains an investment-
grade rating after the country's sovereign credit downgrade pushed all other corporates to speculative grade.

Getting in the zone

The crossover zone refers to the ratings closest to the line between speculative grade and investment grade. Companies in the zone are
rated Baa3 or Ba1. To be considered in the zone, companies rated Baa3 must be on review for downgrade or have a negative outlook,
while companies rated Ba1 must be on review for upgrade or have a positive outlook.

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Ambev-SA-credit-rating-600058516
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Debt load of potential fallen angels grows to $265 billion
Total debt outstanding for all potential fallen angels was $265 billion at the end of the first quarter, with the majority (80%) at non-US
companies. The volume of debt outstanding for non-US potential fallen angels has fluctuated more than for US potential fallen angels.

In 2013, two large non-US issuers, Telecom Italia SpA (Ba1 negative) and Softbank Group Corp. (Ba1 stable), spent several quarters in
the crossover zone. Their high debt balances show up in the peaks for that timeframe in Exhibit 1. However, the debt volume growth for
potential fallen angels over the past two quarters is more evenly distributed, with fewer mega-cap issuers in the crossover zone.

Exhibit 1

Potential Fallen Angels, Total Debt Load and Count
US Dollar Balance (billions)

Left axis represents $billions of debt outstanding, right axis represents issuer count
Source: Moody's Investors Service

Actual crossovers spike in the first quarter
Fifty-one companies became fallen angels in the first quarter, a sharp increase from the eight in the fourth quarter and topping the
total of 45 for all of 2015. The pressure on commodity-linked industries and sovereign ratings drove the increased activity. Thirty-three
of the 51 fallen angels were in the crossover zone at the end of 2015, yet crossover zone membership remained high in the first quarter,
and we expect more fallen angels throughout 2016.

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Telecom-Italia-SpA-credit-rating-600048329
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/SoftBank-Group-Corp-credit-rating-600017433
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Exhibit 2

Actual Crossovers, 2009-16 YTD

Note: Data prior to 2014 excludes Utilities
Source: Moody's Investors Service

Debt outstanding for actual fallen angels was $213 billion in the first quarter
Prior to the first quarter of 2016, the volume of debt that actually crossed from investment grade to speculative grade was dominated
by non-US issuers. The peak crossover period in the first quarter 2015 included oil giant Petrobras (B3 negative) and 18 Russian
corporate issuers that were downgraded in response to our downgrade of Russia's sovereign rating. However, this changed when 51
companies, including 16 US oil & gas issuers, became fallen angels in the first quarter of this year.

Exhibit 3

Actual Fallen Angels, Total Debt Load and Count
US Dollar Balance (billions) as of Crossover Date

Source: Moody's Investors Service

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Petroleo-Brasileiro-SA-PETROBRAS-credit-rating-603100
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Number of companies in the crossover zone fell by 2
There were 72 non-financial companies, including utilities, in the crossover zone as of 31 March, two less than as of 31 December
and 22 more than a year ago. In the last three months, potential fallen angels decreased to 59 from 63, while potential rising stars
increased to 13 from 11.

Most companies in the zone have positive or negative outlooks, rather than ratings on review (see Exhibit 4 & 5), especially after the
downgrades of oil & gas and mining companies that were on review last quarter. In the latest quarter, there were 51 actual fallen angels
and four actual rising stars.

Exhibit 4

Potential Fallen Angels
Exhibit 5

Potential Rising Stars

Source: Moody's Investors Service
Source: Moody's Investors Service

The ratio of potential fallen angels to potential rising stars fell to 4.5x at 31 March from 5.7x in the fourth quarter of 2015, due to a
slight decline of potential fallen angels, coupled with a modest increase in potential rising stars. The 5.7x ratio at year-end 2015 is the
largest since June 2009 (see Exhibit 6).

Exhibit 6

Ratio of Potential Fallen Angels to Potential Rising Stars

Note: green line represents actual ratio, grey line represents linear trend
Source: Moody's Investors Service
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Fundamental credit developments drove most activity
Thirty-eight companies moved into the crossover zone in the quarter, with 30 of those owing to fundamental credit developments,
two the result of M&A-related rating actions and six following sovereign-related rating actions (see Exhibit 7).

Exhibit 7

New Crossover Zone Entrants by Rating Action Driver

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Brazilian crossovers are essentially played out
Negative rating actions during the quarter flushed out a large portion of the potential fallen angels from the prior period. Yet, the
crossover zone membership remains high and we expect more fallen angels throughout 2016. The list of potential fallen angels is more
diverse than last quarter, when Brazilian and commodities-linked issuers dominated the list.

Twenty-eight Brazilian companies became fallen angels in the first quarter following our downgrade of Brazil's sovereign rating to
Ba2 negative on 24 February 2016. On the heels of these actions, the only Brazilian corporate issuer that remains investment grade is
Ambev.

Downgrades of commodities-related companies resulted in 22 actual fallen angels, 12 of which were in the crossover zone as potential
fallen angels at the end of 2015, and 10 that skipped the crossover zone altogether. At the end of the first quarter, 17 companies in
commodities-linked industries were potential fallen angels, or around 30% of total.
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Regional balance for potential fallen angels shifts after Latin America downgrades
The regional representation of potential fallen angels has shifted to a more balanced state as of 31 March. Latin American issuers were
only 10% of the total this quarter versus 35% at year-end 2015. Potential rising stars are also fairly balanced by region, except for Latin
America, which has no potential rising stars, reflecting the challenging credit conditions in the region.

Exhibit 8

Potential Fallen Angels by Region (31 March)
Exhibit 9

Potential Rising Stars by Region (March 31)

Source: Moody's Investors Service Source: Moody's Investors Service

Thirty-four new potential fallen angels and four new potential rising stars entered the zone
Thirty-four companies entered the crossover zone as potential fallen angels in the first quarter. Twenty-seven had ratings or outlook
changes due to deterioration of their fundamentals, six were related to sovereign ratings pressure and one the result of an M&A
transaction.

Four companies became potential rising stars in the quarter, three from an improvement in fundamental credit strength and one due
to an M&A transaction.
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Exhibit 10

Companies into the Zone (Q1 16)
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Exhibit 11

Movers Within the Crossover Zone (1Q'16)
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Exhibit 12

Companies That Left the Crossover Zone (1Q'16)
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Appendix 1 - Potential Fallen Angels
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Appendix 2 - Potential Rising Stars
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Appendix 3 - Actual Fallen Angels
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Appendix 4 - Actual Rising Stars
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Moody's Related Research
Special Comments:

» The Crossover Zone: 2016 Promises More Fallen Angels from Cyclical and Sovereign Pressure, January 2015

» The Crossover Zone: Commodities Bust Drives Fallen Angels, October 2015

» The Crossover Zone: Rising Stars Shine in Second Quarter, July 2015

» The Crossover Zone: Focus Shifts to Brazil From Russia After Record Number of Fallen Angels, April 2015

» The Crossover Zone: Russian Downdraft Fuels Crossover Activity , February 2015

» The Crossover Zone: High Turnover in 3Q, October 2014

» The Crossover Zone: Potential Rising Stars Up Sharply, but Still Dwarfed by Potential Fallen Angels, July 2014

» The Crossover Zone: More Potential Fallen Angels Than Rising Stars Among Nonfinancial Companies, April 2014

» Why Fallen Angels Fall, February 2014

To access any of these reports, click on the entry above. Note that these references are current as of the date of publication of this
report and that more recent reports may be available. All research may not be available to all clients.

https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_1013784
https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_185382
https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_1006710
https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_1004362
https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_1002324
https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_1000258
https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_173452
https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_167796
https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_162807
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